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Pocket calculator helps you plan
the job with ease
Construction Master® Pro. From design and
engineering to estimating and building. Works in
yards/feet/inches format down to 'V. Also works with
decimals and metric formats-square and cube functions for
all formats. Functions for solving construction problems in
rafters and right angles. Enhanced stair solutions, fast and
accurate cost estimates in board feet, rake -wall key, weight -

per -volume function, expanded circular solutions.

980-1205 69.99

Do-it-yourself
project calc
ProjectCalc''. An essential
tool for every serious do-it-
yourselfer. Directly enter yards,
feet, inches and fractions

_Jae down to 'I inch. Get back
rag:your answers in the same
easy -to -understand format.
Solves for board feet, right

angles, etc. Calculates quantities needed of blocks,
tiles, bricks, gravel, 4x8 drywall sheets, and
roofing bundles. Finds number of studs. Calculates
gallons of paint or wallpaper rolls needed for
coverage. 980-1207 24.99
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time on all your
sizing and voltage
1996 and 1999 N
980-1204

Calculator for
electrical pros
ElectriCalc® LT. Avoid
code violations. Prevent
material waste. Cut your
hookup and calculation

electrical jobs, including wire
drops. Updated with both the

EC®.

49.99

Fast, easy Scale Master II®
Accurate take -offs from any blueprint in any scale-
at your desk or on site. 72 built-in scales, plus 6
custom scales that you can define. Calculates area
and cubic volume automatically. Metric/imperial
switch, more. 980-0926 59.99
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Real estate
professional's calc
Real Estate Master® IIx.
Designed especially for anyone
working with real estate figures
in any capacity, from lenders to
principals and agents. Stores and
uses local T&I values to provide

true PITI. One -button solutions for loan amount, payments,
interest, amortization, rent/buy solutions and more. Easy to
plug in new numbers and instantly refigure in order to
close the deal. 980-0923 39.99

CI Easy residential real
estate calculator
Pocket Real Estate Master®. Fast
residential financing calculations.
Clearly marked keys in plain English
provide straightforward functions
that help you solve complicated
financing problems with ease.

Owner's guide walks you through real -life examples.

980-1206 24.99

The calculator
for business
professionals
HP 19611. 450 business
functions. The premier tool for

finance and accounting, marketing and sales, banking
and leasing, investment and tax planning, residential
and commercial real estate, and more. Requires 3 "N"
batteries. RSU 12162731 139.99

Time & financial calculators
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A "must"
for time
computations
TimeMaster II. Makes
time calculations and
computing billable hours a
whole lot simpler for people
who do this kind of
work-lawyers, schedulers,
consultants, broadcast

production, advertising agencies. Just enter hours,
minutes, and seconds the way you write them.
Calculations are made and results displayed in the
same way. 980-0925 39.99
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Financial
calculator
HP 12C. The single best
word to describe this
calculator is "friendly."

You'll quickly be solving cash -flow and amortization
problems, bond analysis, time value of money,
depreciation schedules and more.
RSU 12162715 79.99

Power -packed
business calculator
HP 17811. Built-in functions to
handle finance and real estate
problems-bond price and yield,
time value of money with

amortization, cash -flow analysis, list -based statistics,
and 'orecasting. Scheduler alarm, clock, calendar.

RSU 12162723 89.99

RED NUMBERS
AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radiosnack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1-800-THE-SHAOK. For shipping and pricing informaticn seep 441.


